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THE ANCIENT 

TWO-SPHERE UNIVERSE 

Copernicv1 and the Modern Mind 

The Copcrnirnn Hc,·olution \vas a revolution In i<l~s, a tr.-ns-
rorrn:ation in m:1n·~ cnnct·ption n f the unh·cr.;c aot.1 of hi.s o\vn relation 
tn ot .. \ g:lin •nd again this rpi>o<lc in th<' hi~tory nl lknji.s.1ncc thou~ht 
ha> bt'en procl.1imcd an cpocloal turning poiut in the lntcllectu•I 
""' ('IOJ)ln<'lll of Western rn:m. Yet the Re\ olution turned upon the 
m.-.,,.t obSl:Urc and recondite minutiae or astronomical rcs<>arch. HO\\I 

can it have had >11ch significance? Whot uOt'> the phrnse "Cop••rnica11 
ftf', olution .. me:tn? 

In 15431 ~icho1:1s Copl·rniC."'llS proposed to hu .. ·ren'c thr accurncy nnd 
:iiinplk·ity of rt)tro11omi<'al th<.'Ory by transfcrriu~ to the sun Jnany 
nstr•Hl011licnl f11nl'tions pr<-•viou:>ly attributed to tlic t•urth. Oc•fore his 
propo.:;al ch11 t.';t1·th h:ad bc<'n tllc 6xecl center about \Vhi<:h ustrononH.!rs 
t rnupuh'<l cht• 1notion.s or Shl rS and p lanets. A <.'Cntury lntf'r the sun 
hot!. ot 1 <'~51 in n<trnnomy. r<•placeJ the earth as the center of pl:metory 
mntinns. :1nd the <':trth hn<l lost its unique astronorni<.•:d ~t:itus. bccom· 
in~ Olll' rif :1 IHUllbt•r or movin!.! p13n('l$. ~ tany or 1nodrrn 3~trOll01'tl).'S 
prinC'ip:tl .lchif'\ <"1ncn1s dt•1x-nd upon this tro.n~pt1.sition. A rcfom1 in 
rh.- lunda111cnt:il '"'"C<'J)b of astronomy is thcrclnre thr Grsr of the 
Co1'M'ruican He,·oluhon's m\_"a.Dings. 

.+\stronomic-al r<'rorm is not~ hQ\vcver. the Rt.."\•Olullon's only mean· 
in~. Oth~r r:tcUc-nl :1h<'rations .in 1nn11's un<lcni1:1uc.lin~ or n:tturc ropidly 
lollnw<'<l thr puhlicotion of Copernicus' De Rc~o/11timoilJ11.• in 1543. 
~l.'Hay of th<'SC innovations, ".-hic-h cuhninatrd :1 ~<~ntury '1nd a half 
1a t<'r in the Nc\vtonian co11cC'ption of tht' u ni\'(•r.;(., \\'1.·rC' un:tniicipat<'d 
by·produc:t~ or Cor crnicus' 11strono1nic:il tlH~ory. ( ;op·<'n1 il.'ll~ Slll!gestc<l 
the enrtli's motion in nn t•ffort to irnpro\'e the CC'chniquc-s u~cd in pre-
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d. . · . I positions of celestial bodies. For other sciences ictmg the astronom1ca · . 
h . . . l ·tiseli new probkms, and until these were solved is suggestion s1mp Y r, 
th , · ·ept of the universe was incompatible with that e astronomers cone 
Of th . · t D rr·r1g the sen'11tecnth centurv, the reconciliation o er sc1ent1s s. u · 
Of th h · ces with Co1Jernican astronomv was an important ese ot er sc1en . . 
cause of the general intellectual ferment nov,: known as the scientific 
revolution. Through the scicntilk re\ ol11tion science won the great 
new role that it has since played in the development of \V estern sodety 
and Western thought. 

Even its consequences for scieuce do not exhamt the HeHilution's 
meanings. Copernicus lived and worl('d during a period when rapid 
changes in political, economic. and intellectual life were preparing the 
bases of modern European and American civilization. His planetary 
theory and his associated conception of a sun-centered universe were 
instrumental in the transition from rrwdieval to modern \Vestern so-
ciety, because they seemed to affect man's relation to the uni\ erse and 
to God. Initiated as a narrowly technical, highly mathematical revision 
of classical astronomy, the Copernican theory became one focus for the 
tremendous controversies in religion, in philosophy, and in social theory, 
which, during the two centuries following the discovery of America, 
set the tenor of the modern mind. \fpn \vho believed that their terres-
trial home was only a planet circulating blindly about one of an infinit:• 
of stars evaluated their place in the cosmic scheme quite differently 
than had their predecessors who saw the earth as the unique and focal 
center of God's creation. The Copernican H.evolution was therefore also 
part of a transition in \Vestern man's sense of values. 

This book is the story of the Copernican Revolution in all three of 
these not quite separable meanings - astronomical, scientific, and phil-
osophical. The Revolution as an episode in the development of plane-
tary astronomy will, of necessity. be our most developed theme. During 
the first two chapters, as we discover what the naked eve can see in the 
heavens and how stargazers first reacted to what ~hey saw there, 
astronomy and astronomers will be verv nearlv our onlv .concern. But 
once w~ have examined the main astn;nomic(il theorie; developed in 
the ancien~ world, our viewpoint will shift. In analyzing the strengths 
of the a~cient astronomical tradition and in exploring the requisites 
f~r a rad~c~l break with that tradition, we shall gradually discover how 
difficult it 15 to restrict the scope of an established scientific concept 
to a single science or even to the sciences as a group. Therefore, in 
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Chapters :_; and 4 we shall be less concerned with astronomy itself 
than with the intdkctnal and. more brieHy, the social and economic 
milieu within which astronomv was practiced. These chapters will 
dtal primarilv with the extra-astronomical implications for science, 
for religion. and for daily life of a time-honored astronomical con-
ceptual scheme. They will show how a change in the conceptions of 
matlwmatical astronomy could luffe revolutionary conse(1uenccs. 
Finallv, in tht• last three. chapters. when we turn to Copernicus' work, 
its n·,«·ption, and its contribution to a new scientific conception of the 
ur1l\crsc, we shall deal with all these strands at once. Only the battle 
that established the concept of the planetary earth as a premise of 
\\'t°"tern thought can adequately represent the full meaning of the 
Copernican Revolutiou to the modern mind. 

Becanse of its technical and historical outcome, the Copernican 
Hl'\ oiution is among the most fascinating episo<les in the entire history 
of science. But it has an additional significance which transcends its 
specific subject: it illustrates a process that today we badly need to 
understand. Contemporary \Vcstern civilization is more dependent, 
both for its everyday philosophy and for its bread and butter, upon 
scientific concepts than any past civilization has been. But the scientific 
tllf•ories that bulk so large in our daily lives arc unlikely to prove final. 
The developed astronomical conception of a universe in which the 
stars, including our sun, are scattered here and there through an in-
finit<:> space is less than four centuries old, and it is already out of date. 
Before that coneeption was developed by Copernicus and his succes-
sors, other notions about the structure of the universe were used to 
explain the phenomena that man observed in the heavens. These older 
astronomical theories differed radically from the ones we now hold, but 
most of them received in their day the same resolute credence that we 
now give our own. Furthermore, they were believed for the same 
reasons: they provided plausible answers to the questions that seemed 
important. Other sciences offer parallel examples of the transiency of 
treasured scientific beliefs. The basic concepts of astronomy have, in 
fact, been more stable than most. 

The mutabilitv of its fundamental concepts is not an argument for 
rejecting science: Each new scientific theory preserves a hard core of 
the knowledge provided by its predecessor and adds to it Science 
progresses by replacing old theories with new. But an age as dominated 
by science as our own does need a perspective from which to examine 
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the scientific licl ids which it takes so much for granted. and history 
pro\·itlcs cmt· irnportallt source of such pcrspc~ctivc. If we can disl'ovcr 
the origins of smnc modern scientific concc•pts and the way in which 
tlwv supplant!'d the concepts of an earlier age. Wl' are more likely to 
endnate intelligently their chances for survival. This book deals 
rnarilv with astrouomical concepts, hut are much like those em-
plO\ L:d in many other sciences, and by scrutinizing their den.~lopment 
we can karn somf'thing of scientific theories in general. For example: 
What is a scientific theory? On what should it be based to commam1 
om respece \Vhat is its function, its use? \Vlrnt is its staying power( 
Historical analysis may not answer questions like thcs<', but it can 
illuminate them and give them meaning. 

Because the Copernican theory is in many respects a typical 
scientific theory, its history can illustrate some of the processes by 
which scientific concepts evolve and replace their predecessors. In its 
extrascientific consequences, however, the Copernican theory is not 
typical: few scientific theories have played so a role in non-
scientific thought. But neither is it unique. In the nineteenth century, 
Darwin's theory of evolution raised similar extrascientific questions. 
In our own century, Einstein's relativity theories and Freud's psycho-
analvtic theories provide centers for controversies from which rnnv 
eme;gc further radical reorientations of \Vestern thought. Freud hi~
self emphasized the parallel effects of Copernicus' discovery that the 
earth was merely a planet and his own discovery that the unconscious 
controlled much of human behavior. \Vhether we have learned their 
theories or not, we are the intellectual heirs of men like Copernicus 
and Darwin. Our fundamental thought processes have been reshaped 
by them, just as the thought of our children or grandchildren will have 
been reshaped by the work of Einstein and Freud. We need more than 
an understanding of the internal development of science. \;\/ e must also 
understand how a scientist's solution of an apparently petty, highly 
technical problem can on occasion fundamentally alter men's attitudes 
toward basic problems of everyday life. 

The Heavens in Primitive Cosmologies 

Much of this book will deal with the impact of astronomical 
observations and theories upon ancient and early modern cosmological 
thought, that is, upon a set of man's conceptions about the structure of 
the u niYerse. Today we take it for granted that astronomy should affect 
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cosmology. If we want to know the shape of the universe, the earth's 
position in it, or the relation of the earth to the sun and the sun to the 
stars, we ask the astronomer or perhaps the physicist. They have made 
detailed quantitative observations of the heavens and the earth; their 
knowledge of the universe is guaranteed by the accuracy with which 
they predict its behavior. Our everyday conception of the universe, our 
popular cosmology, is one product of their painstaking researches. 
But this close association of astronomy and eosmology is both tempo-
rally and geographically local. Every civilization and culture of which 
we have records has had an answer for the question, "What is the 
structure of the universe?'' But only the \Vestern civilizations which 
descend from Hellenic Greece have paid much attention to the ap-
pearanec of the heavens in arriving at that answer. The drive to con-
struct cosmologies is far older and more primitive than the urge to 
make systematic observations of the heavens. Furthermore, the primi-
tive form of the cosmological drive is particularly informative because 
it highlights features obscured in the more technical and abstract 
cosmologies that are familiar today. 

Though primitive conceptions of the universe display considerable 
substantive variation, all are shaped primarily by terrestrial events, 
the events that impinge most immediately upon the designers of the 
systems. In such cosmologies the heavens are merely sketched in to 
provide an enclosure for the earth, and they arc peopled with and 
moved by mythical figures whose rank in the spiritual hierarchy 
usuallv increases with their distance from the immediate terrestrial , 
environment. For example, in one principal form of Egyptian cos-
mology the earth was pictured as an elongated platter. The platter's 
long dimension paralleled the Nile; its flat bottom was the alluvial 
basin to which ancient Egyptian civilization was restrieted; and its 
rnrvcd and rippled rim was the mountains bounding the terrestrial 
world. Above the platter-earth was air, itself a god, supporting an 
inverted platter-dome which was the skies. The terrestrial platter in its 
turn was supported by water, another god, and the water rested upon 
a third platter which bounded the universe symmetrically from below. 

Clearly several of the main structural features of this universe were 
suggested by the world that the Egyptian knew: he did live in an 
dongated platter bounded water in the only direction in which he 
had explored it; the sky, viewed on a clear day or night, did and docs 
look dome-shaped; a symmetric lower boundary for the universe was 
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the nh\'iou;, choice iu the ahsemc of r<'h'Y;Hlt ohscrv,ttions. ,\stronrnni-
c<tl appe;Jrances \\'('re not ig11orccl. hut tlwy \\.<'rt' trcakd with ll'ss 
precision ;rnd rnme myth. The sun \\'as Ha. the prirH·ip;d Egyp!iclll god. 
'''Jlplwd with two boats. orn· for his daily ji:unH'\ tlirough tlw air and 
a ;,vcond hr his nocturnal trip tl1rougli the wall'r. Tlie stars \\'\'rt' 

pai11tcd or studded i11 the \ault of the hcan·n; thcv nw\·ed as mi11or 
and in some versions of thl' cosmolo.t;v th('y were r('horn each 

night. Sometimes more detailed ob;,crvations uf the heavens <·nt('ff'(L 
as \\hen thc circumpolar stars ( st;1rs that never clip he low the horiz(1!l) 
\\·ere recogniz('d as "those that know no weariness" or "those that know 
no destruction." From such ohservat1uns tlic nortlicrn liean'ns were 
identified as a region where thNe could be no death. the region of the 
ctcrnalh- blessed afterlife. But such traces of celestial observation 
\\·ere rare. 

Fragrnl'nts of cosmologies similar to the Egvptian can he found iu 
all tlviS(' amic•nt ciYilizations, like India and Babvlonia of which we . . , 
have rcl'ords. Other crude cosmologies charactC'rizc the contemporary 
primiti\ c societies inn~stigatcd hy the modern anthropologist. Ap-
parenth- all .'>11ch sketches of the structure of the uni1 ('rS(" h11fill a b:isic 
psvchologic:il need: thcv provide a stage for man's dailv activities and 
the acti\'ities of his gods. By explaining the physical relation between 
man's habitat and the rest of nature, they integrate the unin•rse for 
man and make him feel at home in it. \[an dews not <'xist for long 
without im·enting a cosmologv, b0causc a cosrnologv can provide him 
with a world-view which permeates and gin·s meaning to his en•rv 
action, practical and spiritual. 

'nHi11gh the psyehological needs satisfied by a cosmologv seem 
rclativclv uniform, tht' cosmologies eapahk of fulfilling these needs 
ha' c \:trietl tremC'ndously from one socil'!y or cil ili1:ation to another. 
r\one of the primitive cosmologies referred to aliow will now satisfy 
our demand for a Wf)rld-Yiew. heca11Sl' WC' arc rncnilwrs of a ch·ilization 
that has set additiorwl standards which a cosmologv must meet in ordt'r 
to lw b<·lil'n•d. \Ve will 110!, for example, credit a cosmolog:· that l'lll-

ploys to t>\plain tlie C\·er\'rhy lH'ha\ ior of tlil' pll\ -;ical world; in 
recent cent11ric·s, at least, we ha\ c in:;isted llpon more 1warly mechanical 
explanation~. E\ ('!l lllznc important, we now dPmand tliat :1 ,;afrJactnry 
cosmologv account !or ma11y of the oh'.;(·n ('d derails of n:itur<''s be-
havior. Primitive cosmologies arc onh schematic skctdH'' <1 gain st 
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\vhich the plav of nature takes place; very little of the play is in-
corporated into the cos111ology. The sun god, Ha, travels in his boat 
:icross the hea\'l'ns each day, hut lhC're is 11otliing in Egyptian cosmology 
to e\plain eitht'r th(' regular reeurreuce of his journey or the seasonal 
,,ariatio11 of his boat's route. Ouly in 011r own \Vcstern civilization has 
th(' oplanation of such details be(m considered a function of cosmology. 
J\u other ci\ ilization, ancient or modern, has made a similar demand. 

The requirement that a cosmology supply both a psychologically 
satish iug \vorkl-vicw and au explanation of observed phenomena like 
the daily change in the position of sunrise has vastly incr('ased the 
JHh\Tl" of cosrnologic thought. It has channded the 11niw·rsal eom-
p1il•;ion for at-homencss in the universe iuto an unprecedented (lrive 
for the disco\·C'rv of scientific explanations. Many of the most charac-
teristic ad1ien:ments of \Vestern eivilization depend upon this com-
bination of (k•rnands impmed np011 eosrnologic thought. But the corn-
bi11;itio11 has not ahva) s been a congenial one. It has forced modern 
lll<ll t to 1klcgate tlw co11strnction of cosmologies to specialists, primarily 
to <1stronomcrs, who know tlie multitude of detailed observi1tions that 
modern cosmologies mnst satisfy to be believed. And since ohsnv:.ition 
is a two-t:,cJg<'d s\vonl which may either confirm or conflict with a 
cosmology, the cousequcnces of this delegation can be devastating. 
Tlw astronomer may on occasions destroy. for reasons lying t:·ntirely 
within his specialt)', a world-view that had previousk made the mii-
vnsc meaningful for the nwrnbtTS of a whole civilization. specialist 
and nonspecialist alike. 

Something \cry much like this happened during the Copernican 
Hcvol11tion. To understand it we must therefore become something of 
-"pl'cialists omsehes, In pnrtic11lar, we must get to know the principal 
obsnrntions, rtll of them acccs,ililc to the nah•d eye, npon which de-
pend the two 1nai11 scientific cosmologies of tht• \ V C'St. thC' Pto lcmaic 
am] the Copernican. l'\o sing](' panoramic view of the hea,·ens will 
sidfice. Seen on a dc;tr night the skies sp<'ak first to the poetic not 
to the scientific, irnaginatimi. J\o one who views the night sky can 
clLdlengc Shah·spearc's vision of the .-,tars as "night's candles" or 
\fiiton's image of the \lilky \Vav as "a broad and ample roa(L whose 
d11-;t i-; gold, and pavement stars." But thcsv descriptions arc the ones 
('li1boclicd in primitiH' cosmologi<'S. Thcv prm·idc no v\'idcncc rclenmt 
to the astronomer's (ptestions: How far mvay i-; the ~.ti1ky \Vay. the 
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sun, the planet Jupiter? How do these points of light move? Is the 
material of the moon like the earth's, or is it like the sun's. or like a 
star's? Questionslike these demand systematic, detailed, and quantita-
tive observations accumulated over a long period of time. 

This chapter deals, then, with observations of the sun and stars
and with the role of these observations in establishing the first scien-
tific cosmologies of ancient Greece. The next chapter completes the 
roster of naked-eye celestial observations by <lescribing the planets, 
the celestial bodies which posed the technical problem that led to the 
CopernicanHevolution. 

The Apparent Motion of the Su

Before the end of the second millennium B.c. (perhaps very 
much before), the Babylonians and the nhadbegunsystematic
observations of the motion of the sun. For this purpose they devel-
oped a primitive sundial eonsisting of a measured stick, the gnomon, 
projecting vertieally from a smooth flat section of ground. Since the 
apparent position of the sun, the tip of the gnornon, and the tip of its 
shadow lie along a straight line at each instant of a clear day, measure-
ments of the length and direction of the shadow completely cletenninc 
the direction of the sun. \Vhcn the shadow is short, the sun is high in 
the sky; when the shadow points, say, to the east, the sun must lie in 
the west. Hepeated observations of the gnomon' s shadow can there-
fore systematize and quantify a vast amount of common hut vague 
knowledge about the daily and annual variation of the sun's position. 
In antiquity sueh observations harnesscrl the snn as a time reekoner 
and calendar keeper, applications that provided m1e important motive 
for continuing and refining the observational tedrnic1ues. 

Both the length and the direction of a gnomon's shadow vary 
slowly and continuously during the eourse of any om' day. The shadow 
is longest at sunrise and sunset, at which times it points in roughly 
opposite directions. Durir~g the (htylight hours the shadow moves 
gradually through a symmetric fan-shaped figure which, in most of 
the loeations accessible to aneient observers, is much like one of those 
shown in Figure 1. As the diagram indieates, the shape of the fan is 
different on different days, but it has one very significant fixl'd feature. 
At the instant of each day when the gnomon's sbadow is shortest, it 
always points in the same direction. This simple regularity provides 
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two fundarnental frames of rcfercnec for all further astronornicnl n1eas-
urernents. The permanent direction assumed by the shortest shadow 
each day defines due north, from which the otht·r compass points fol-
low; tbe instant at which the shadow becomes shortl'st defines a rder-
enu; point in time, local noon; and the interval betwcn1 two s11eccssivc 
hH :.! noons defines a fundamental time unit the apparent solar day. 

the first millennium B.c, the Babylouiaus, Egyptians, Greeks, 
:rnd Homans used pnrnitivc terrestrial timch·epers, particularly water 
do,-ks, iu order to subdivide the solar day into smaller intervals from 
\\ bwh our modern units of time - hour, minute, and second -- descend."' 

1. The daily motion of the 
btitmles. At ::unrise 

shadow at \ arious seasons in 
sunset the shadow stretches momen-

to infinite distance where its end "joins" the broken line in the diagram. 
Bl'tween sunrise and sunset the crnl of the shadow moves slowly along the broken 
line, noon the sha<low always points due north. 

The cmnpass points and the time units defined by the sun's daily 
nootwn provide a basis for describing the C'hnnges in that motion from 
d~n to day. Su11risc always occurs somewhere in the· cast and sunset 
in llw west, but the position of sunrise, the length of the gnornon's 
nonn shadow, and the number of cladight homs vary from <lay to day 
witb the changing seasons (Figure 2) The wintl'r -,ol>tice is the <lay 
(December 2:2 on the modern calendar) \\'hen the sun rises and sets 
Lirthcst to the south of the due cast arnl west points on the horizon. 
(ht this day there arc fewer hours of daylight and the gnomon's noon 

is longer than on any other. After the winter solstice the points 

" For astronomical the stars prod<lc a more convenient lime reckoner 
scale dctcrmhied by the stars, the kngth of the t:""; tLc 

rnbr almost a rnim1tc at difforcnt seasons of the 
ancient were aware of this slight but significant 

,,f appan'nt solar tlilH', we shall ignore it lH'H>. The- cause of this variation and 
'J[., d up"" tlie ddiuition of a lime SC'alc are dis('usscd in S<·ction l of tll(' Technical 
Appendix. 
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at which the sun rises and sets gradtwllv 111m-c nortli togdlwr along 
the horizon, and the noon shadow:; shorter. On the vernal c<p1inox 
(\larch 21) the sun rises ancl sets most ncarlv due cast and west; 
nights and days arc then of eq1wl length. As more <Li:·s p~iss. the sun-
rise and sunset points continue to move northward am\ the nurnbcr 
of daylight hours increases until the summer solstice ( J111H' 22), when 
the sun rises and sets farthest to the north. This Is the time when dm -
liaht lasts longest and when the anomou ·s noon shadow is shortest. 

b ' ~ 

After the summer solstice. the sunrise point again mon·s south. and the 
nights grow longer. At the ant11mnal equinox (September 2:1) tltc sun 
once again rises and sets ,1lmost dnl' east and west; th<'n it coJ1tirn1cs 
south until the winter solstice recurs. 

w 
SUNS CT 

Fignre 2. Hdation hdween the position of sunrise, th<' snn's norm Plcvation, 
an<l the seasonal variation of the gnomon's shadow. 

As the modern names of the solstices and c<1uinnxcs indicate, tht• 
motion of Sllnrise back and forth along the horizon corresponds to 
the n-clc of the seasons. \lost ancient peoples therefore believed that 
the sun cnlltrolled the seasons. Thev sirnultancrmslv verwratcd the snn 
as a god and obscrn:d it as a calendar keeper, a practical indicator 
of the passage of the seasons upon which their agricllltmai activities 
depended. Prehistoric remains, like tiH' 1n,·stcriPus structure of giant 
stones at Stonehenge, England. tcstih- to the antiquitv and tlw stn·ngth 
of this do11blc interest iu the smi. Sto11el1engl' wa~ an important temple 
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laboriously constructe<l from huge stones, some almost thirty tons in 
,wight. b.v the people of an early Stone Age civilization. It was almost 
certainly also a crude sort of observatory. The stones were so ar-
ranged that an observer at the center of the array saw the sun rise 
over a specially placed stone, called the "Friar's Heel," on the ancient 
rnidsmnmer day, the summer solstice. 

The length of the cycle of the seasons - the interval between one 
vernal eouinox and the next defines the basic calendar unit the vear 

l ' " ' 

jnst as the sun's <laily motion defines the day. But the year is a far 
more difficult unit to measure than the day, and the demand for useful 
long-term calendars has therefore presented astronomers with a con-
tinuing problem whose prominence <luring the sixteenth century played 
a direct role in the Copernican Revolution. The earliest solar calendars 
of antiquity were based upon a year of 360 days, a neat round number 
that nicely fitted the sexagesimal number system of the Babylonians. But 
the cvcle of the seasons occupies more than 360 days, so that the "New 
Year's Day" of these early solar calendars gradually crept around the 
cycle of the seasons from winter, to fall, to summer, to spring. The 
calendar was scarcely useful over long periods of time, because im-
portant seasonal events, like the flooding of the Nile in Egypt, occurred 
at later and later dates in successive years. To keep the solar calendar 
in step with the seasons, the Egyptians therefore added five extra days, 
a holiday season, to their original year. 

There however, no integral number of days in the cycle of 
the seasons. The year of 365 days is also too short, and after 40 years 
the Egyptian calendar was ten days out of step with the seasons. 
Therefore, when Julius Caesar reformed the calendar with technical 
assistance from Egyptian astronomers, he based his new calendar upon 
a year 36.571. days in length; three years of 365 days were followed by one 
of .366. This calendar, the Julian, was used throughout Europe from 
its introduction in 45 B.C. until after the death of Copernicus. But the 
seasonal year is actually 11 minutes and 14 seconds shorter than 365~4 
days, so that by Copernicus' lifetime the date of the vernal equinox 
had moved backward from .'vfarch 21 to March 11. The resulting de-
mand for calendar reform (see Chapters 4 and 5) provided one im-
portant motive for the reform of astronomy itself, and the reform that 
gave the Western world its modern calendar followed the publication 
of the De Revolutionibus by only thirty-nine years. In the new calendar, 
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imposed upon large areas of Christian by Pope Gregory XIII 
in 1582, leap year is suppressed three times in every four hundred 
years. The year 1600 was a leap an<l the year 2000 will be, hut 
1700, 1800, and 1900, all leap years in the Julian calendar, had just 
365 days in the Gregorian, and 2100 will again be a normal year of 
365 

All the observations discussed above show the sun approximately 
as it would appear to an astronomer in middle-northern latitudes, an 
area that includes .\Iesopotamia, and northern the re-

in which almost all ancient observations were made. But within 
this area there is a considerable quantitative variation in certain aspects 
of the sun's behavior, and in the southernmost parts of Egypt there is 
a qualitative change as welL Knowledge of these changes also played 
a part in the construction of ancient astronomical theories. No varia-
tions are observed as an observer moves east or west. But toward the 
south the noon shadow of the gnomon is shorter and the noon sun 
higher in the sky than they would be on the same day in the north. 
Similarly, though the length of the whole day remains constant, the 
difference between the lengths of daytime and nighttime is smaller in 
the southern portion of middle-northern latitudes. Also, in this region 
the sun does not swing quite so far north and south along the horizon 

NOON 

VERNAL EQU!NOX 

W'NT['l SUMMER SOLST!CE 

Figure 3. The daily motion of the gnomon's shadow at various seasons in the 
northern torrid zone. 

durin<r the course of the n.·ar. None of these variations alters the 
b -

qualitative descriptions supplied above. But, if an observer has moved 
far into southern Egypt dming the summer, he will see the noon 
shatlow of the gnomon grow shorter by day until at last it vanishes 
entirely and then reappears pointing to the south. In the southernmost 
parts of Egypt the annual behavior of the gnomon' s shadow is that 
shown in Figure 3. Journeys still farther south or much farther north 
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will protluce other anomalies in the observed motions of the sun. But 
these were not observed in antkpiity. \Ve shall not discuss them until 
we deal with the astronomical theories that made it possible to pre-
dict the111 even before they were observed (pp. 3;3 ff). 

The Stors 

The motions of the stars are much simpler and more regular 
than the sun's. Their regularity is not, however, so easily recognized 
because examination of the night sky requires the ability 
to individual stars for repeated study wherever in the he.ivens 
they appear. In the modern world this ability, \vhich can be acquired 
only by long practice, is quite rare. Few people now spentl much 
time out of doors at night, and, when they do, their view of the heavens 
is frequently obscured by tall buildings and street lighting. Besides, 
observation of the heavens no longer has a direct role in the life of the 
average man. But in antiquity the stars were an immediate p<!rt of the 
normal man's environment, antl celestial bodies served a universal 
function as time reekoners and calendar keepers. Under these circum-
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f 4. The constellation Ursa Major in the northern skies. Notice the 
amiliar Big Dipper whose handle forms the bear's tail. The North Star is the 
pr~rnme~t. star directly over the bear's right ear in the picture. It lies almost on 
a lme JOmmg the last two stars in the Dipper's bowl. 
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stances the ahilit\' to idcntifv stars at a glance ·w<ts rclatin·lv common. 
Long before the. beginning .of n·cordul historv men whose j()bs gu\·e 
then; a continuing view uf the night sky had mcntallv ~t1Tangc0<l the 
stars into l'Olbtellations, gnups of 1wighhoring 'it:irs tli.tt could be 
scc11 atHl recognized as a fixed pattvrn. To find an mdividual st<lr 
amidst the profusion of the heavcns, an observer would first locate 
the familiar star pattern within which it occurred and then pick the 
1mlividual star from the pattern. 

>Janv of the constellations used hv modern astronomers are named 
after mvthological figures of antiquity. Some can be traced to Baby-
lonian cuneiform tablets, a frw as old as 3000 B.C. Though modern 
astronomv has modified their definitions, the major constellations are 
among o~ir oldest traceable inheritances. How these gronps \\·ere first 
picked out is, however, still uncertain. Few· people can "see" a bear in. the 
stars of the constcllatioll Ursa \fajor (Figure -! ) ; other constellat10ns 
present similar problems in visualization; the stars may therefore origi-
nallv have been grouped for convenience and named arbitrarily. But, if 
so, thev were very strangely grouped. The ancient constellations have 
very i1:rcgular boundaries, and they occupv areas of quite different 
size in the sky. They are not convenient choices, which is one reason 
whv modern astronomers have altered their boundaries. Probably the 
an;ient shepherd or navigator, staring at the heavens hour after hour, 
really did "~ce" his familiar mythological characters traced in the stars, 
just as we sornetinws "see" faces in clouds or the outlines of trees. The 
experiments of modern Gestalt psychology demonstrate a universal 
need to discover familiar patterns in apparently random groupings, a 
need that underlies the well-known "ink-blot" or Hohrschach tests. 
Jf we knew more about their historical origin, the l onstcllations might 
provide useful information about the ment~i l characteristics of the 
prehistoric societies that first traced them. 

Learning the constellations is like gaining familiarity 'i.vith a map 
and has the same purpose: tjw constellations make it easier to find 
one's wav around the skv. Knowing the constellations, a man can read-
ily find a cornet reported to be "in Cvgnus" (the Swan); he would 
almost ccrtainlv miss the comet if he knew only that it was "in the 
sky." The map 'provided by the constellations . however, an unusual 
one because the constellations are alwavs in motion. Since they all 
move together, preserving their patterns and their relative positions, 
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the motion does not destr·o\· their usefulness. A stir in C\·gnus will 
always lw ill Cvg1111s. and C\·gnus will always be the s:inw cfotancc 
from l 1rs:1 \!ajor. 0 But neither (\gnm nor Urs,1 \Lijor rc·ni:iins for 
Jnug at the same position in the .,J,. v. They b('have likf' cities on a map 
p.ist,,d to a rotating phonograph record. 

Both the fixed relative positions and the rnot1on, of the stars arc 
illllstr:ttcrl in Fig11r<' 5, \Vhich shows the lo(-,1tion :md OJ ir nlation of 
the Big Dipper (part of Frsa \lajor) in the nortlwm .,j.;\· :it three 
tinws dming a single night. The pattern of seven stars in the DippPr 
is the sarnc at caC'h vit:wing. So is the relation of the Dippr'r to the 
\'orth Star. which always lies 29° to the open side of the Dipper's 
bowl on a straight line through the last two stars in the bov·.rL Other 
dia~;rams would show similar permanent geometric n·lations among 
tlw other stars in the heavens. 

Figure 5 displays anotht:r important characteristic of the stellar 
motions. As the eonstC>llations and the stars composing them swing 
tlmrngh the skies together, the North Star remains very nearly station-
arY. Careful observation shows that it is not, in fact, quit<' stationary 
clnring any night, but there is another point in the heavens, now less 
than 1 away from the North Star, \Vhich has precisely the properties 
attrilmted to that star in Figure 5. This point is known as the north 
celt'stial pole. An observer at a given loC'ation in northern latitudes 
can :ilways find it, hour after hour and night after night, at the same 
fixed distance above the due-north point on his horizon. A straight 
stick clamped so that it points toward the pole will continue to point 
toward the pole as the stars move. Simultaneously, however. the ceks-
tial pole behaves as a star. That is, tlw pole retains its geometric n·la-
tion<; lo tlw stars oYer long pC'riods of time.t Since the pole is a fixed 

"Distance" hNe means "angular <listance," lhat is, the mim!wr of 
ht'l\\'(•«n two lines pointing from th<' observer's eye to th(' two ccl<'stwl 
whose separation is to bP nwasmed. Thi' is tl1e only sort of distance' I hat astrono-
mers can measure directly, that is, without making calculations based upon some 

about the structure of the universe. 
,, made many years apart show th,1t th<' pole's position among 

tlJ<• st:ir;. i:; verv slowly changing (about P in 180 years). \\' e shall this 
slow motion, which is part of an effect known as the of the t'<p1inoxes, 
until Section 2 of the Technical Appendix. Though the ancients wew aware of it 
by tlie \'ncl of the second et-ntury B,C., pr<?ccssion played a S('('Otidary role in the 
construction of their astronomical theories, and it does not alter the short-term 

described above. There has always been a north celestial pole at the 
same distance above the due-north poiut on the horizon, but the snrnc st,irs have 
not been near it. 
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point for each terrestrial observer and siuce tlie stars do not 
their distance from this point as they move, every star seems to travel 
along the arc of a circle whose center is the celestial pole. Figure 5 
shows a part of this circular motion for the stars in tlic Dipper. 

The concentric circles traced by the circumpolar motions of the 
stars are known as their diurnal or daily circles. and the stars revolve 
in these circles at a rate just over 15°' per hot1r. ?\o star completes a 
full circle between sunset and sunrise, but a man observing the 
northern skies during a single clear uight cau follow stars near the 
pole through approximately a semicircle, and on the next night he 
can find them again moving along the same circles at the same rate. 
Furthem10re, he \vill find thern at just the positions they would have 
reached if they had continued their steady revolutions throughout the 
intervening day. Since antiquity, most observers equipped to recog-
nize these regularities have naturally assumed that the stars exist and 
move during the day as during the night, but that during the day the 
strong light of the sun makes them invisible to the naked eye. On this 
interpretation the stars swing steadily through full circles, each star 
completing a circle once every 2:3 hours 56 minutes. A star that is 
directly below the pole at 9:00 o'clock on the evening of October 23 
will return to the same position at 8:56 on the evening of October 24 
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Figure 5. Successivf' positions of thf' Big Dipper at four-honr intf'rvals on a 
night in late Octobf'r. 
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and at 8:.52 on October 2.5. By the l'JHl of tht' year it will be reaching 
its position below tlie pole before sunset and \Viii therefore not be 
visible in that position at all. 

In middle-northern Lttitud<'s the celestial pole is approximately 
45 above the northernmost point on the horizon. (The r.Jevation of 
tlw pole is pre('iscly C(111al to the obs('rn'r's angle of latitmlc that 
is one wav Lititndl' is mcasmnl.) Therefore stars that lie within 45° 
of the pok, or whatever the ekvatiou at the observer's location mav be, 
rnn never foll below the horizon and must be visible at anv hour, of a 
cll'<i r n ighL These are the circumpolar stars, "those that k;lO\\' no de-
struction, in tht' words of the ancient Egyptian cosmologists. Thev arc 
also the 0111;; stars whose motion is casilv recognized as -circular., 

Stars farther from the poles also travel along di11rnal circl(':;, but 
part of each circle is hidden below the horizon ( Fignre 6). Therefore 
such stars can sometimes be seen risi11g or setting, app('aring above or 
disappearing hdow the horizon; they are not always visible throughout 
the nigltt. The farther from the pole such a star is, the less of its 
diurnal circle is above the horizon and the more difficult it is to recog-
nize the visihlc portion of its path as part of a circle. For example, a 

star that rises due cast is visible on only half of its diurnal circle. It 
travels very nearly the same path that the sun takes near one of the 
equinoxes, along a slant line up and to the south (Figure 7a), 
rca('hing its maximum height at a point over the right shoulder of 
an ohsern~r looking east, and finally setting due west along a line 
sLmting dmvnwanl and to the north. Stars still farther from the pole 
appear only briefly over tlie southern horizon. Near the due-south 
poi1Jt they set Vl'ry soon after they rise, and they never get very far 
abO\ l' the horizon (Figure 7b). Sine(' dming almost half the year 
tlw_v ris(' and sd during daylight, there are many nights when they 
Jo not appear at all. 

Thest' qualitative features of the night skv are common to the entire ,_ , 

area witliin which ancient astronomical observations were made, but 
the description has glossed over significant quantitative differences . 
As a11 observer travels south, the ckv:1tio11 of the pole above the north-
eru Jiorizon decreases approxirnatdv le' for ev<'rv 69 miles of southward 
motion. The stars continue to mo;c in diurnal, circles about the pole, 
but since the pole is closer to the horizon, some stars that were cir-
cinnpobr in the north are seen rising and setting by an observer 
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farther sooth. Stars that rise and set due cast and west continue to 
appear and disappear at the same points on the horizon, but toward 
the south they appear to rnon: aloug a line more nearly perpendicular 
to the horizon, and thC'y reach th«ir maximum elevation more nearly 

(). A set of the short circular arcs described by typical stars in the 
northern sky during a two-hour period. The heavy circle tangent to the horizon 
separates the circumpolar stars from those that rise :rnd set. 

Star trails like these can actually be recorded by pointing a fixed camera at 
the celestial and leaving the shutter open as the heavens turn. Each addi-
tion<il hour's exposure adds 15° to the length of every track. Notice, however, 
that the elevated camera angle introducf's a deceptive distortion. If the pole is 
45° a how the horizon (a typical elevation in middle-northern latitudes), then a 
star that appt·ars at the very top of the heavy circle is actually directly above the 
obst·rvcr's head. Hccognizing the distortion due to camera angle makes it possible 
to relate the star trails in this diagram to those shown more schematically in 
Figures 1a and b. 
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over the observer's head. The appearance of the southern sky changes 
rnore strikingly. As the pole declines toward the northern horizon, stars 
in the southern beea11Se they remain at the same angular distance 
from the pole, rise to greater heights over the southern horizon. A star 
that barely rises above the horizon when seen from the north will 
rise higher and be seen for longer when observed from farther south. 
A southern observer will still sec stars that barelv peek above the 
southernmost point 011 his horizon, but these \.vill be stars that the 
northern stargazer never secs at all. As an observer moves south, he 
secs fewer and fewer circurnpol::ir stars stars that are visible through-

~·~- - . 
DUE EAST 

(a) 

(b) 

.. Figure 7. Star trails over (a) the e;1stern and ( b) the southern horizon. Like 
hfiure 6, thcst: diagrams show the motion of typical stars over a 90° section of 
the horizon during a two-hour period. In these diagrams, however, the "camera" is 
directed to the horizon, so that onlv the first 40° above the horizon is shown ' . . 
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out the night. But in the south he will, at some time or other, observe 
~tars that an observer in the north can never see. 

The Sun as a Moving Star 

Because the stars and the celestial pole retain the same rela-
tive positions hour after hour and night after night, they can be 
manently located upon a map of the heavens, a star map. One form of 
star map is shown in 8; others will be found in any atlas or 
book on astronomy. The map of Figure 8 contains all the brighter 
stars that can ever be seen by an observer in middle-northern latitudes, 
but not all the stars on the map can be seen at once because they are 
not all above the horizon simultaneously. At any instant of the night 
approximately two-fifths of the stars on the map lie below the horizon. 

The particular stars that are visible and the poriion of sky in which 
they appear de1wnd upon the date and hour of the observation. For 
example, the solid black line on the map broken by the four cardinal 
points of the compass, N, E, S, \V, encloses the portion of the sky 
that is visible to an observer in middle-northern latitudes at 9:00 
o'clock on the evening of October 2.3. It therefore represents his hori-
zon. If the observer holds the map over his head with the bottom 
toward the the four compass points will be approximately 
aligned with the corresponding points on his physical horizon. The 
map then indicates that at this time of night and year the Big Dipper 
appears just over the northern horizon and that, for example, the con-
stellation Cassiopeia lies at a position near the center of the horizon-
window, corresponding to a position nearly overhead in the sky. Since 
the stars return to their positions in just 4 minutes less than 24 hours, 
the same orientation of the map must indicate the position of the 
stars at 8:56 on the evening of October 24, at 8:52 on October 25, at 
8:32 on October 30, and so on. 

Now imagine that the solid black horizon line which encloses the 
observer's field of view is held "n its present position on the page while 
the entire disk of the map is rotated slowly behind it in a counterclock-
wise direction about the central pole. Rotating the disk 15° into 
the horizon-window just those stars that are visible at 10:00 o'clock 
on the of October 23, or at 9:56 on the evening of Octo-
ber 24, and so on. A rotation of 45° moves the stars visible at midnight 
on October 23 inside of the horizon line. The positions all bright 
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Figure 8. A circumpok!r star map all the major stars ever visible to 
an observer at approximatdy "i5° northern latitude. The cross at the geometric 
center of the map indicates tlw position of the celestial pole. 

If the map is held horizontally overhead with its face toward the ground 
and with the bottom of the page north. it will show the orientation of 
the stars as they appear to an in middle-northern latitudes at 9:00 
o"ciock on the evening of October 2:3. The stars within the solid line bounding 
the horizon-window are th" oues that the observer can see; those outside the line 
are below the horizon on this at this hour. Stars that lie within the horizon-
window near the point N on the will be seen just over the due-north point on 
the physical horizon (notice the ; those near the east point, E, will be 
Jm,t ri,ing in the east; and so on. To the position of stars at a later hour on 
October 23, the horizon-window should be imagined stationary and the circular 
map should be rotated behind it, counterclockwise about the pole, 1.5' for each 
hour altt>r 9:00 P.M. This motion leaves the pole stationary but carries stars up 
over tlw eastern horizon and down behind the western one. To find the positions 
of st:m at 9: 00 P.l>L on a later day the map should be rotated clockwise behind 
the stationary horizon-window, 1' for each dav after October 23. Combinina th<'S<' 

• 0 . 

two procedures makes it possible to find the positions of stars at any ho,IT of 
any night of the year. · 

Th~ broken ,line that encircles the 
sun's apparent path through the stars 
of the ecliptic in the upper 
the sky shown in expanded form in 

in tlie diagram is the ecliptic, the 
23). The box that encloses a portion 

of the map contains the region of 
9 and 15. 
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stars at any hour of any night can be found in this way. A movable 
star map equipped with a fixed horizon-window, like that in Figure 8, 
is frequently known as a "star finder." 

Star maps have other applications, however, besides locating bodies 
that, like the stars, remain in constant relative positions. They can 
also be used to describe the behavior of celestial bodies that, like the 
moon, comets, or planets, slowly change their positions among the 
stars. For example, as the ancients knew, the sun's motion takes a 
particularly simple form as soon as it is related to the stars. Since the 
stars appear shortly after sunset, an observer who knows how to follow 
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Figure 9. Motion of the sun through the constellations Aries and Taurus. The 
circles represent the sun's position among the stars at sunset on successive evenings 
from the middle of April to late May. 

their motion can record the time and horizon position of the sunset, 
measure the time between sunset and the first appearance of the stars, 
and then locate the sun on a star map by rotating the map backward 
to determine which stars were at the appropriate horizon position when 
the sun set. An observer who plots the position of the sun on a star 
map for several consecutive evenings will find it in almost the same 
position each time. Figure 9 shows the position of the sun on a star 
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map on successive evenings for one month. It is not in the same posi-
tion 011 the map for two successive observations, but it has not moved 
far. Each (:vcning finds it about 1° from its position the previous 
evc!ling, and I" is a relatively small distance, about twice the angular 
diameter of the sun. 

These observations that both the daily motion of the sun 
and ito, ~lower shift north and south along the horizon mav convenientlv 
be :m;tl\zcd b_\- regarding the sun as a l;ody that movf's. slowly among 
the ~tars from day to day. If, for some particular the position 
of thC' snn among the stars is specified, then, on that day, the sun's 
motion wili be almost exactly the diurnal motion of a . star in the 
corresponding position on the map. Both will move like points on the 
rotating rnap, rising in the east along a line slanting upward and to 
the south and later setting in the west. One month later the sun will 
again have the diurnal motion of a star, but now it will move very 
nearly like a star 3(y> away from the position of the star whose motion 
it copied a month earlier. During the intervening month the sun 
has moved slowlv and steadily between these two positions, 30° apart 
on the map. Each clav its motion has been almost that of a star, part of 
a circle about the pole of the heavens, but it has not bd1aved like 
<1uite the same star on two successive days. 

If the sun's position is plotted on a star ~ap day after day and the 
points marking its successive positions in the evening are connected 
together, a smooth cur\'e is produced which rejoins itself at the end 
of a year. This is the curve, called the ecliptic, that is indicated bv 
the broken line on the star map of Figure 8. The sun is always to b~ 
found son1ewhcrc on this line. As the ecliptic is carried rapidly through 
the heavens by the common diurnal motion of the stars, the sun .is 
carri0cl along with it, rising and setting like a star located at a point 
somewhere on the line. But simultaneouslv the sun is slowlv 
around the ecliptic, occupying a slightly ~lifferent position each da;, 
hour, or minnte. Thus the complex helical motion of the sun can be 
analvzed as the result of two much simpler motions. The total apparent 
motion of the s1111 is composed of its diurnal motion (the westward 
circle due to the counterclockwise motion of the whole map) and a 
simultaneous slow eastward motion (clockwise about the pole on the 
map) along the ecliptic. 

Analyzed in this way, the sun's motion shows close parallels to 
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the motion of a toll collector on a merry-go-round. The collector is 
carried around rapidly by the revolutions of the platform. But as he 
walks slowly from horse to horse collecting tolls his motion is not 
quite the same as that of the riders. lf he walks in a direction opposite 
to that of the platforrn's spin, his motion over the ground will be 
slightly slower than that of the platform, and the riders will com-
plete one circle somewhat more rapidly than he. If his toll collections 
carry him toward and away from the center of the platform, his total 
motion with respect to the ground will not be circular at all, but a 
complex curve \vhich does not rejoin itself at the end of a single revo-
lution. Though it is theoretically possible to specify precisely the path 
along which the toll collector moves over the stationary ground, it 
is far simpler to divide his total motion into its two component parts: 
a steady rapid rotation with the platform and a slower less regular 
motion with respect to the platform. Since antiquity astronomers have 
used a similar division in analyzing the apparent motion of the sun. 
Each day the sun moves rapidly westward with the stars (its so-called 
diurnal motion); simultaneous! y the sun moves slowly eastward along 
the ecliptic through the stars or with respect to the stars (its annual 
motion). 

\Vith the sun's total motion divided into hvo components, its be-
havior can be described simply and precisely merely by labeling 
neighboring points on the ecliptic with the day and hour at which 
the sun reaches each of them. The series of labeled points specifies 
the annual component of the sun's motion; the remaining diurnal 
component is specified by the daily rotation of the map as a whole. 
For example, since the ecliptic appears in Figure 8 as a somewhat 
distorted and considerably off-center circle, there must be one point, 
SS, on the ecliptic that is nearer the central pole than any other. No 
other point on the ecliptic rises and sets as far to the north as SS, 
and. no othc·r joint stays within the horizon-window for as long 
durmg the map's rotation. Therefore SS is the summer solsticf' and 
th~ sun's center must pass tlm1ugh it around June 22. Similar!; the 
points AE and VE in Figure 8 are the equinoctial points, the two points 
on the ecliptic that rise and set due east and ;vest and that remain 
inside the ho .. · l · 11zorHvm( ow for exactlv one-half of each map rotation. 
The center of the sun must pass tlm;ugh them on Septembr;r 21 and 
March 21 respect· l . . • . ive y, iust as 1t must pass through \VS, the pomt on 
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the ecliptic farthest from the pole, on or near December 22. The sol-
stices and equinoxes, which first appeared as days of the year, have 
now rcc<:ived a more precise and astronomically more useful defini-
tion. Tlicv arc points on a stlT map or in the sky. Together with the 
corresponding dates (or instants, since the sun's center passes instan-
tarwouslv through each point), these labP!cd positions on the ecliptic 
spcC'ify the direction and approximate rate of the sun's annual motion. 
Gin·n these labels and others like them, a man who knows how to 
simulate the diurnal motion by rotating a star map can determine the 
hours and positions of sunrise and sunset and the rnaximwn height 
of the sun on every day of the year. 

The solstkes ancl the equinoxes are not the only positions on the 
ecliptic to receive standard labels. Drawn on a star map, the ecliptic 
passes through a group of particularly prominent constellations, known 
as the of the zodiac. Bv a convention dating from remote an-
tiquity these signs divide tlie ecliptic into twelve segments of equal 
kngth. To say that the sun is "in" a particular constellation is to specify 
approximately its position on the ecliptic, which, in turn, specifies the 
season of the year. The annual journey of the sun through the twelve 
signs seems to control the cycle of the seasons, an observation that is 
one root of the science or pseudo science of astrology with which we 
shall deal further in Cha per :3. 

The Birth of Scientific Cosmology The Two-Sphere Universe 

The observations described in the last three sections arc an 
important part of the data used by ancient astronomers in analyzing 
the structure of the universe. Y ct, in themselves, these observations 
provide no direct structural information. They tell nothing about the 
composition of the heavenly bodies or their di.stance; they give no ex-
plicit information about the size, position, or shape of the earth. 
Though the method of reporting the obsen·ations has disguisecl the 
fact, thev do not even indicate that the celestial bodies rcallv move. 
An obse~ver can only be sure that the angular distance between a 
celc·stial body and the horizon chang:es conti.~uallv. The chanae mhrht " ,_, . b l:'"J 

as easily be caused bv a motion of the horizon as bv a motion of the 
heavenly body. Tern~s like sunset, sunrise, and di~rnal motion of a 
star do not, strictly speaking, belong in a record of observation at all. 
They are parts of an interpretation of the data, and though this inter-
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prctation is so rwtural that it um ~( arccly be kept out of the vocabu-
lary with which the observations are disrnsscd, it does go lH'\ on<l 
the crntknt of the ohsr·1-vations thcmseln:s. Two astrmiomer~ cau ~;gree 
perfectly about the results of observation anJ vet JisagrL'l' sharply 
.ibout qu<'Stions like the reality of the 111otion of the stars. 

Observations like those discussed above arc therdore onlv clues 
to a puzzle for which the theories invented by astronomers are tc:ntative 
solutions. The dues are in some sense objective, gin'n by nature; the 
rnmwrical result of this sort of observation depends little upon 
tliP m1~tgiuatinn or pt>rsonality of the obsern:r (though the way in 
whizh the data are arn111gt•d may). But the theories or com·eptual 
sdtuncs derived from these obscn·ations do depend upon the imagina-
tion of scii,ntists. They arc subjective through and through. Therefore, 
observations like those discussed in the preceding sections ('Ould be 
collected and put iu systcm;itic form bv men whose beliefs about the 
structure of the universe resembled tl;OS(' of the ancient Egyptians. 
The observations in themselves have no direct cosmologic<;] conse-
qtwnC"cs; they need not be, and for many millennia were no~ taken verv 
seriously in the construction of cosmolo'gics. The tradition that detailed 
astronomical observations s11pply the principal clues for cosmological 
thought is, in its essentials, native to \Vestern civilization. It see11;, to 
Le one of the most significant and characteristic novelties that we in-
hC'rit from the civilization of ancient Greece. 

:\. com·<·rn to explain observations of the stars and planets is appar-
ent in our oldest fragn1entary records of Greek cosmological thought. 
Early in the sixth century B.C., Anaximander of :\Iiletus taught: -

The stan :ire portinn.> nf air, in the sh<qw of 
\\'lrcels filled with fire, and they emit fl,rn1cs at some poi11t from small open-

The sun is circle· twel!ty-eight tinws tla· size· of the earth; it is like a 
d1uriot-whet·I, the rim of which is hollow and full of fire, nnd lets the fire 
shine out ilt a ct'rl,1i11 point in •it thrnugli an opening like the nozzle of a 
pair of bellows. . . . -

The eclipses of the sun occur through the orifice Lv which the fire finds 
vent shut np. · 

The mDml is a circle niuetecn tinws as lan.::c as tlie c;irth · it is like a 
ehariot-wlicd, the rim of which is liolluw aw( foll of firl', like the circle 
of the SUJJ, and it is plac('d ohliqudv, as tL1t of the otln abo is; it lws one 
veil! like the nozzle of a pair uf hl'llows; its eclipst's d,·pcnd 0 11 the [timings 
of the whecl.1 
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Astronomicallv these eonceptions are far in advance of the Egyp-
tians'. The gods l;ave vanished in favor of mechanisms familiar on the 
earth. The size and position of the stars and planets are discussed. 
Though the answers given seem extremely rudimentary, the problems 
had to be raised before they could receive mature and considered 
solutions. In the fragment quoted the diurnal circles of the stars and 
the sun are handled with some success by treating the celestial bodies 
as orifices on the rims of rotating wheels. The mechanisms for eclipses 
nnd for the annual wandering of the sitn (the latter accounted for bv 
the oblique position of the sun's circle) are less succ:essfol, but they are 
at least begun. Astronomy h<ts started to play a major role in cosmologi-
cal thought. 

Kot all the Greek philosophf'rs and astronomers agreed with 
Anaximandcr. Some of his contemporaries and successors advanced 
other theories, but thev advanced them for the same problems and they 
employed the sarn(' t<:chniq1 ics in arriving at solutions. For us it is t~1c 
problems and techniques that are important. The competing theoncs 
need not be traecd; moreover, thev cannot be traced completely, for 
the historical records arc too inco~ipkte to permit more than conjec-
ture about the evolution of the earliest Greek conceptions of the nni-
vcrse. Onl\' in the fourth centnrv B.C. do the records become approxi-
matelv rel.iable, and bv that tim.e, as the result of a long evolutionary 
proce~s, a Luge mcus;1re of agreement about cosmological essentials 
had been reached. For most Greek astronomers and philosophers, 
from the fourth century on, the earth was a tiny sphere suspended 
stationarv at the gcom~tric center of a much larger rotating sphere 
which e~rried the 'stars. The sun moved in the vast space het\.\'Cen the 
earth and the sphere of the stars. Outside of the outer sphere there was 
nothing at all - no space, no matter, nothing. This was not, in an-
tiquity': the only theor;' of the universe, but it is the one that gained 
most adhnt'nts, and it is a developed version of this theory that the 
medieval and modern worl<l inherited from the ancients. 

This is what I shall henceforth call the "two-spliere rniivcrs<'," con-
sio;tiJig of an i11tcrior sphere for rna11 and ai1 exterior sphere for the 
stars. Th<' phrase is. of course, an anadironism. As we shall see in 
t]](' next l'11aplPr, all tlwsc philosophers aml astronouwrs who lwlicv<~d 
ill tltc terrestrial mid celestial spheres also postulated some additional 
eo~molrwical dcvic<' to carry tbe slln. rnom1, and planets aronrnl in thC' ,..,, . 
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